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The thesis project 
- 2011-2014: École d’Ingénieur Supélec.  
 
- 2012: Degree in Fundamental Physics at 
the Université Paris Sud XI. 
 
- 2013-2014: MPhil in Physics 
(Semiconductor physics) at the Cavendish 
Laboratory, Cambridge (UK). 

2014-2017: PhD thesis with the CEA (Saclay) / DSM / 
IRFU / SPP (ATLAS group). Based at CERN. 

- Study of the muon isolation for Run 2 (qualification task). 
     

- Study of the cross section of the Higgs boson decaying into 2 Z bosons 
decaying into four leptons (analysis). 

Under the supervision of Mrs. Rosy Nikolaidou. 

H ! ZZ⇤ ! 4`, ` 2 {e, µ}
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The ATLAS experiment Overview 
CMS

ALICE
ATLAS

LHCb
LHC

SPS

PSp
Pb

LHC, proton-proton collisions: 
 
•  Run 1 from 2010 to 2013:  

-  5.1 fb-1 recorded by ATLAS at 7 TeV. 
-  21.3 fb-1 recorded by ATLAS at 8 TeV. 

 
•  Run 2 from 2015 to 2018:  

-  3.2 fb-1 recorded by ATLAS at 13 TeV 
(2015). 

-  About 10 fb-1 recorded by ATLAS at 
13 TeV so far (2016). 

ATLAS is a general purpose 
experiment. 
 
A large part of the physics programme is 
dedicated to the Higgs physics. 
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The ATLAS experiment The sub-detectors 

How the muons, the key 
particle of my thesis, 
are reconstructed by the 
ATLAS detector? 
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The ATLAS experiment Muon reconstruction 

•  The three sub-detectors are used: 
–  Mainly Muon Spectrometer 

(MS) and Inner Detector (ID). 
–  At a lesser extent, the 

Calorimeters (Calo). 

IP 
ID 

Calo-EM 

Calo-HA 

MS 

Eloss 

•  Several types of muon are reconstructed: 
 
-  Combined: a track in the MS matches one in the ID. 

 
-  Calorimeter-Tagged: tracks in the ID match clusters in the Calo. 

 
-  Extrapolated: tracks in the MS are extrapolated to the interaction 

point (IP) taking into account the energy loss in the Calo. 



•  The isolation aims at measuring the activity 
surrounding the trajectory of a particle in 
the detectors. 
 

•  Signal: well isolated objects. 
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The muon isolation Discriminating signal / 
background 
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The muon isolation 
•  Two kinds of isolation: 

 

– Track isolation: 
summing up the transverse 
momentum of the tracks 
surrounding the track of 
the particle in the ID. 
 
 
 

λ 

η 

ϕ 
t 
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ID 

Calculation (tracking) 
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The muon isolation Calculation (calorimetry) 

Calo-EM 
Calo-HA 

6.3.2. L’énergie de cœur

Figure 6.2 – Sur la figure, l’objet ⁄ dont l’isolation est déterminée est sym-
bolisé par la croix rose et les di�érents topoclusters apparaissent en groupes
de cellules colorées, dont les barycentres sont indiqués par des petits lo-
sanges. Les topoclusters sélectionnés pour le calcul des variables d’isolation
calorimétrique vérifient �R

⁄,j

< X

100 (la limite correspond au cercle vert).
Leur énergie est ajoutée pour obtenir Etopocone, rawX

T . À cette somme est
retranchée l’énergie de cœur définie comme la somme des énergies des to-
poclusters vérifiant �R

⁄,j

< �Rcore (la limite est matérialisée par le cercle
orange). Ainsi, dans le cas présenté dans la figure, les topoclusters bleu
marine, rose fuschia, bleu turquoise, rose saumon et marron participent au
calcul de Etopocone, rawX

T . Les topoclusters bleu marine et rose fuschia parti-
cipent seuls au calcul de Etopocore

T . Seuls les topoclusters rose saumon, bleu
turquoise et marron contribuent à l’énergie Etopocone, uncorrX

T .

6.3.2 L’énergie de cœur

Dans le cadre des muons, afin de prendre en compte la contribution de l’objet lui-même, les topoclus-
ters les plus proches de la trajectoire de la particule sont considérés comme étant dûs exclusivement
aux dépôts de l’objet. Ainsi, la somme de leur énergie (appelée l’énergie de cœur ou variable topo-
core, et notée Etopocore

T ) est soustraite de Etopocone, rawX

T .
La sélection des topoclusters contribuant à l’énergie de cœur est basée sur le même principe de

distance à la trajectoire de la particule :

Etopocore
T (⁄) = N�

j=1E
j

T �1 −� ��R
⁄,j

−�Rcore��,
où �Rcore est le rayon du cône défini pour calculer la variable topocore. Ainsi, la variable d’isolation
résultante ne contient que les contributions de l’activité entourant la particule lors de son passage
dans les calorimètres : Etopocone, uncorrX

T (⁄) = Etopocone, rawX

T (⁄) −Etopocore
T (⁄).

Le détail du calcul de Etopocone, uncorrX
T (⁄) est schématisé sur la Fig. 6.2.

Dans le cadre des électrons et des photons, l’énergie de cœur est constituée de la somme des
énergies des cellules contenues dans un rectangle de dimensions 5×7 [?] en ÷ et „ ayant pour centre

47

η 

ϕ 

•  Two kinds of isolation: 
 

– Calorimetric isolation: 
summing up the energy 
deposits surrounding the 
trajectory of the particle in 
the Calo, removing the 
energy deposited by the 
particle itself. 
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The muon isolation The distributions Eur. Phys. J. C (2016) 76 :292 Page 11 of 30 292

Fig. 7 Distributions of the track-based (left) and the calorimeter-based
(right) relative isolation variables measured in Z → µµ events. Muons
are selected by the Medium identification algorithm. The dots show the
distribution for data while the histograms show the distribution from

simulation. The bottom panels show the ratio of data to simulation with
the corresponding statistical uncertainty. The pile-up reweighted simu-
lated distribution is normalised to the number of events selected in data

Table 2 Definition of the seven
isolation working points. The
discriminating variables are
listed in the second column and
the criteria used in the definition
are reported in the third column

Isolation WP Discriminating variable(s) Definition

LooseTrackOnly pvarcone30
T /pµT 99 % efficiency constant in η and pT

Loose pvarcone30
T /pµT , E topocone20

T /pµT 99 % efficiency constant in η and pT

Tight pvarcone30
T /pµT , E topocone20

T /pµT 96 % efficiency constant in η and pT

Gradient pvarcone30
T /pµT , E topocone20

T /pµT ≥90(99) % efficiency at 25 (60) GeV

GradientLoose pvarcone30
T /pµT , E topocone20

T /pµT ≥95(99) % efficiency at 25 (60) GeV

FixedCutTightTrackOnly pvarcone30
T /pµT pvarcone30

T /pµT < 0.06

FixedCutLoose pvarcone30
T /pµT , E topocone20

T /pµT pvarcone30
T /pµT < 0.15, E topocone20

T /pµT < 0.30

as a function of the muon pT for the LooseTrackOnly, Loose,
GradientLoose, and FixedCutLoose working points, with the
respective data/MC ratios included in the bottom panel. The
systematic uncertainties in the SFs are estimated by varying
the background contributions within their uncertainties and
by varying some of the selection criteria, such as the invari-
ant mass selection window, the isolation of the tag muon,
the minimum quality of the probe muon, the opening angle
between the two muons, and the "R between the probe muon
and the closest jet. In Fig. 8, the largest systematic uncer-
tainty contribution over the entire pT region arises from hav-
ing neglected the η dependence of the SFs, which are usually
provided as a function ofη and pT. In the low-pT region, other
important contributions are due to the background estimation
and the mass window variation, while the high-pT region is
dominated by statistical uncertainties in data and simulation.
The total uncertainty is at the per mille level over a wide
range of pT and reaches the percent level in the high-pT
region. The suppression factor for muons from light mesons
or b/c semileptonic decays is estimated from simulation and
depends on the isolation working point, ranging from a min-
imum of 15 for LooseTrackOnly to a maximum of 40 for
Gradient.

8 Momentum scale and resolution

The muon momentum scale and resolution are studied using
J/ψ → µµ and Z → µµ decays. Although the simulation
contains an accurate description of the ATLAS detector, the
level of detail is not enough to describe the muon momentum
scale to the per mille level and the muon momentum reso-
lution to the percent level. To obtain such a level of agree-
ment between data and simulation, a set of corrections is
applied to the simulated muon momentum. The methodology
used to extract these corrections is described in Sect. 8.1. In
Sect. 8.2, measurements of the muon momentum scale and
resolution in data and simulation are presented for various
detector regions and for a wide range of pT. To improve the
precision of the procedure, the pT and η distributions of the
Z and J/ψ resonances in simulation are reweighted to the
distributions observed in data.

8.1 Muon momentum calibration procedure

In the following, the “muon momentum calibration” is
defined as the procedure used to identify the corrections to
the simulated muon transverse momenta reconstructed in the
ID and MS subdetectors to precisely describe the measure-

123
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The muon momentum scale and resolution are studied using
J/ψ → µµ and Z → µµ decays. Although the simulation
contains an accurate description of the ATLAS detector, the
level of detail is not enough to describe the muon momentum
scale to the per mille level and the muon momentum reso-
lution to the percent level. To obtain such a level of agree-
ment between data and simulation, a set of corrections is
applied to the simulated muon momentum. The methodology
used to extract these corrections is described in Sect. 8.1. In
Sect. 8.2, measurements of the muon momentum scale and
resolution in data and simulation are presented for various
detector regions and for a wide range of pT. To improve the
precision of the procedure, the pT and η distributions of the
Z and J/ψ resonances in simulation are reweighted to the
distributions observed in data.

8.1 Muon momentum calibration procedure

In the following, the “muon momentum calibration” is
defined as the procedure used to identify the corrections to
the simulated muon transverse momenta reconstructed in the
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Table 4 Summary of MS momentum resolution and scale corrections
for small and large MS sectors, averaged over three main detector
regions. The corrections for large and small MS sectors are derived in
18 pseudorapidity regions, as described in Sect. 8, and averaged assign-
ing a weight to each region proportional to its η width. The energy loss
term "rMS

0 is negligible and therefore fixed to zero in the fit for all η.
The uncertainties represent the sum in quadrature of the statistical and
systematic uncertainties

Region "rMS
1

(×10−3)

"rMS
2 [TeV−1] sMS

0
[MeV]

sMS
1
(×10−3)

|η| < 1.05
(small)

17± 1 0.080 ± 0.006 −23 ± 5 −0.9 ± 0.3

|η| < 1.05
(large)

15± 1 0.162 ± 0.007 −26+8
−5 1.8+0.4

−0.3

1.05 ≤ |η| <
2.0 (small)

25+3
−1 0.20 ± 0.03 −13 ± 6 −1.4 ± 0.4

1.05 ≤ |η| <
2.0 (large)

23+3
−1 0.160 ± 0.015 −15 ± 10 −1.1+0.5

−0.6

|η| ≥ 2.0
(small)

17+3
−1 0.08 ± 0.01 −6+6

−7 0.7+0.4
−0.3

|η| ≥ 2.0
(large)

15+4
−3 0.112 ± 0.010 −3+13

−10 0.3+0.6
−0.7

• Background parameterization for the J/ψ fit as well as
increased muon pT cut (from 5 to 7 GeV) to reduce the
weight of the contribution of low-pT muons.

• Scale parameter for the ID corrections obtained by fit-
ting separately the J/ψ → µµ and Z → µµ samples,
to include possible non-linear scale effects.

• As "rMS
2 is sensitive to the alignment of the MS cham-

bers, its systematic uncertainty is determined from align-
ment studies performed on special runs where the toroidal
magnetic field was turned off.

8.2 Dimuon mass scale and resolution after applying
momentum corrections

The samples of J/ψ → µµ and Z → µµ decays are used
to study the muon momentum scales and resolution in data
and simulation and to validate the momentum corrections
obtained with the template fit method described in the previ-
ous section.

The invariant mass distributions for the J/ψ → µµ and
Z → µµ candidates are shown in Fig. 9 and compared with
uncorrected and corrected simulation. In the uncorrected sim-
ulation, it is noticeable that the signal distributions are nar-
rower and slightly shifted with respect to data. After correc-
tion, the lineshapes of the two resonances in simulation agree
with the data within the systematic uncertainties, demonstrat-
ing the overall effectiveness of the pT calibration.

A better demonstration of the effectiveness of the momen-
tum calibration is obtained by comparing, in data and simu-
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Fig. 9 Dimuon invariant mass distribution of Z → µµ (left) and
J/ψ → µµ (right) candidate events reconstructed with CB muons.
The upper panels show the invariant mass distribution for data and for
the signal simulation plus the background estimate. The points show
the data. The continuous line corresponds to the simulation with the
MC momentum corrections applied while the dashed lines show the
simulation when no correction is applied. Background estimates are

added to the signal simulation. The band represents the effect of the
systematic uncertainties on the MC momentum corrections. The lower
panels show the data to MC ratios. In the Z sample, the MC background
samples are added to the signal sample according to their expected cross
sections. In the J/ψ sample, the background is estimated from a fit to
the data as described in the text. The sum of background and signal MC
distributions is normalised to the data

123

Track 

Calo 

Z peak 

Z ! µµ

In order to study the isolation variables, 
muon pairs from Z decays are selected. 

Signal Background 
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The muon isolation The working points 292 Page 12 of 30 Eur. Phys. J. C (2016) 76 :292

Fig. 8 Isolation efficiency for the LooseTrackOnly (top left), Loose
(top right), GradientLoose (bottom left), and FixedCutLoose (bottom
right) muon isolation working points. The efficiency is shown as a func-
tion of the muon transverse momentum pT and is measured in Z → µµ
events. The full (empty)markers indicate the efficiency measured in data

(MC) samples. The errors shown on the efficiency are statistical only.
The bottom panel shows the ratio of the efficiency measured in data and
simulation, as well as the statistical uncertainties and combination of
statistical and systematic uncertainties

ment of the same quantities in data. Only CB muons are used
to extract the calibration parameters. The transverse momen-
tum of the ID and MS components of a CB track, referred to
as pID

T and pMS
T , respectively, are used. The ID (MS) tracks

are reconstructed using the hits from the ID (MS) detector
and are extrapolated to the interaction point. In the case of MS
tracks, the fit corrects for the energy loss in the calorimeters
as described earlier.

The corrected transverse momentum, pCor,Det
T (Det

= ID,MS), is described by the following equation:

pCor,Det
T =

pMC,Det
T +

1∑
n=0

sDet
n (η,φ)

(
pMC,Det

T

)n

1 +
2∑

m=0
#rDet

m (η,φ)
(
pMC,Det

T

)m−1
gm

, (5)

where pMC,Det
T is the uncorrected transverse momentum in

simulation, gm are normally distributed random variables
with zero mean and unit width, and the terms #rDet

m (η,φ)

and sDet
n (η,φ) describe the momentum resolution smearing

and the scale corrections applied in a specific (η, φ) detector
region, respectively.

The corrections described in Eq. (5) are defined in η–φ

detector regions that are homogeneous in terms of detector
technology and performance. Both the ID and the MS are
divided into 18 pseudorapidity regions. In addition, the MS is

divided into two φ bins separating the two types of φ sectors:
those that include the magnet coils (small sectors) and those
between two coils (large sectors). The small and large MS
sectors employ independent alignment techniques and cover
detector areas with different material distribution. Therefore,
relevant scale and resolution differences exist.

The numerator of Eq. (5) describes the momentum scales.
The sDet

1 term corrects for inaccuracy in the description of
the magnetic field integral and the dimension of the detec-
tor in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field. The
sMS

0 (η,φ) term models the effect on the MS momentum from
the inaccuracy in the simulation of the energy loss in the
calorimeter and other materials between the interaction point
and the MS. As the energy loss between the interaction point
and the ID is negligible, sID

0 (η) is set to zero.
The denominator of Eq. (5) describes the momentum

smearing that broadens the relative pT resolution in simu-
lation, σ (pT)/pT, to properly describe the data. The correc-
tions to the resolution assume that the relative pT resolution
can be parameterized as follows:

σ (pT)

pT
= r0/pT ⊕ r1 ⊕ r2 · pT, (6)

with ⊕ denoting a sum in quadrature. In Eq. (6), the first term
accounts mainly for fluctuations of the energy loss in the tra-

123

Efficiency:  
number of 
muons passing 
the isolation 
cuts divided by 
the total 
number of  
reconstructed 
muons. 

Scale factors: 
ratio of 
efficiencies in 
data and MC. 
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The muon isolation Correction for close-by 
objects 

•  When two objects are too close 
(boosted decays), the activity of one 
object is counted in the isolation of 
the other and vice-versa. 
 

•  This increase of activity causes a 
higher rejection, even for signal 
events. 
 

•  Therefore, a tool has been 
implemented, which calculates the 
correction to remove to the isolation 
variables to account for close-by 
objects: the rejected signal should 
be recovered. 

λ 

η 

ϕ λ’ 
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The muon isolation Summary 
•  Initially intended for my qualification task. 
•  Each time more data is available (used by the 

whole ATLAS collaboration): 
– We check the comparison data / MC. 
– We calculate the efficiencies of the working points. 
– We derive the scale factors. 

•  In parallel, I have developed the tool for the 
correction for close-by objects. 
– Growing interest in the collaboration! 

•  Working on optimising the isolation variables. 
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The Higgs in Run 2 The Higgs mechanism 
Imagine a room full of physicists, 
quietly chattering. This is the space 
filled with the Higgs field only. 

A well-known lady walks in, creating a 
disturbance as she moves across the room: 
admirers cluster around. She acquires mass, 
just like a particle moving through the 
Higgs field. 

A rumour crosses the room and creates 
the same kind of clustering, but among the 
scientists themselves. This is the Higgs 
boson. 



During Run 2, it is expected: 
 
-  to test the validity of the Standard Model Higgs 

mechanism. 
Ø  Beyond Standard Model physics? 

 
-  to precisely measure the properties of the Higgs. 
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The Higgs in Run 2 From Run 1 to Run 2 
Run 1 data taking 

Run 2 
+  

PhD thesis 

Discovery 



Z

Z*

H
'

'
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The Higgs in Run 2 My group of analysis 
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4µ, 2µ2e, 2e2µ, 4ePossible final states: 

Branching ratios of the Higgs. Production of the Higgs with centre of 
mass energy. 



DRAFT

Lepton defintion
Muons: pµT > 5 GeV, |⌘µ| < 2.7 Electrons: pe

T > 7 GeV, |⌘e| < 2.47
Pairing

Leading pair: SFOS lepton pair with smallest |mZ � m``|
Sub-leading pair: Remaining SFOS lepton pair with smallest |mZ � m``|

Event selection
Lepton kinematics: Leading lepton pT > 20, 15, 10 GeV
Mass requirements: 50 < m1,2 < 106 GeV; 12 < m3,4 < 115 GeV
Lepton separation: �R`i,` j > 0.1(0.2) for same (opposite) flavor leptons
J/ veto: m`i,` j > 5 GeV for all SFOS lepton pairs
Mass window: 115 < m4` < 130 GeV

Table 1: Fiducial event selection requirements for the H ! 4` fiducial region.

Selection criteria. The fiducial region cuts are chosen to replicate the reconstruction level cuts [4] in115

order to minimise the model-dependent acceptance e↵ects on the measured fiducial cross section. At116

the same time it is important to make the fiducial region cuts easily reproducible with di↵erent event117

generators or matrix element calculators. The fiducial region selection is summarised in Tab. 1. The118

leading lepton is required to have p`T > 20 GeV, the sub-leading p`T > 15 eV and the sub-sub-leading119

p`T > 10 GeV. An invariant mass requirement is imposed to the leading and sub-leading SFOS pairs.120

The leading pair is required to verify 50 GeV < m1,2 < 106 GeV and the sub-leading 12 GeV < m3,4 <121

115 GeV. A quadruplet is formed using the leading and sub-leading SFOS lepton pair. The event is122

removed if m`i,` j  5 GeV. The formed quadruplet, at this point, is required to have 115 GeV < m4` <123

130 GeV. This mass window cut was optimised on the ground of highest significance for a Higgs boson124

of mH = 125 GeV [9].125

For m1,2, m3,4, and m4` cuts, the leptons are paired using the same method as the reconstruction selection,126

allowing the possibility of mispairing the leptons. This also includes selection of leptons which are not127

direct decay products of the Higgs boson. For example, these leptons can be selected when the Higgs is128

produced in association with a vector boson which decays leptonically.129

The signal samples used to derive A and C, which are also used for deriving the reconstructed event130

yield, include H ! 2⌧2` and H ! 4⌧ decays, which contribute to about 0.5% of the reconstructed signal131

yield due to leptonic ⌧ decays. The acceptance factor for the H ! 2⌧2` and H ! 4⌧ decays (given in132

Tab. 1) is similarly small. However, many theory predictions only consider direct H ! 4` decays. Events133

containing Z ! ⌧⌧ events are explicitly removed from the phase-space definition, in order to facilitate134

easier comparisons with theory predictions, but kept in the reconstructed event yield.135

3. Acceptance and correction factors136

In this section, the acceptance factorA and the detector correction factor C are extracted by studying the137

fulfillment of the selection criteria at particle and reconstruction levels. Moreover, in order to understand138

the model-dependence of the measurement these quantities have been studied as a function of the Higgs139

mass, production mode, and final state (4µ, 4e, 2µ2e and 2e2µ). Events from ggF and VBF production140

were generated with Powheg interfaced to Pythia8, events from WH and ZH production were generated141

with Pythia and events from tt̄H production were generated using aMC@NLO interfaced to Herwig++.142
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Study of the cross-section The fiducial selection 

•  This selection aims at imitating the selection 
performed on real reconstructed events. 
    

•  The selection of reconstructed events include the 
FixedCutLoose isolation working point for 
muons and cuts on the impact parameter. 
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Study of the cross-section Definitions 
•  I work on the measurement of the total and fiducial 

cross-section (XS) of the Higgs into 4 leptons. 
•  The total cross-section is given by: 

 
 
 
 

•  The fiducial XS (corresponding to the volume 
associated to the selection): 
 
 
 

•  The total and fiducial XS are linked: 
 
 

DRAFT

- The following appendices are still missing (no change as compared to the previous version):58

B. Dressing studies59

C. Unfolding methods60

G. Truth isolation studies61

H. Di↵erential cross section62

I. Background shapes63

Some red comments have still to be implemented in the other appendices.64

1. Introduction65

This note is devoted to the measurement of the fiducial and total production cross sections of the Standard66

Model Higgs boson (mH = 125.09 GeV) decaying into the four lepton (electron or muon) final state using67

proton-proton (pp) collisions at 13 TeV.68

This note aims in the improvement of the preliminary measurement of the fiducial and total cross section69

of �4`
fid

⇣p
s = 13 TeV

⌘
= 0.6 + 1.3(stat. � syst. � lumi)fb [1], as measured with 3.2fb�1 of proton-proton70

collision data recored in 2015 with the addition of a sizeable portion of the 2016 dataset. Moreover,71

the results in this note aim also in a better precision on the combination of the measurements of the total72

cross section in the Higgs to four leptons and Higgs to diphoton final states. This combination was initially73

performed with the 2015 dataset [2], and a combined value of �pp!H = 33.0 ± 5.3(stat.) ± 1.6(syst.)pb74

was found. These results are intended to be updated in view of the values documented in this note and75

those of the Higgs to diphoton cross section measurement Citation missing.76

Aiming at a model-independent result the cross section measurement is made within a phase-space77

defined to mimic the phase-space used for the reconstruction of Higgs boson decays in the four lepton78

final state. The following section gives the formal definition of and the motivation for the phase-space79

used. A distinction is made between the cross section measurable within the detector phase-space (called80

fiducial cross section) and its extrapolation to the one defined in simulation (called total cross section).81

After an introduction to the various definitions in Sec. 2, the definition and calculation of the acceptance82

and correction factors is summarised in Sec. 3, with the various uncertainties in Sec. 4. Details on the83

signal extraction are provided in Sec. 5, before the presentation of the results at 13 TeV in Sec. 6.84

2. Fiducial definitions85

Given the branching ratio R = (1.26 ± 0.05) ⇥ 10�4 [3] of the H ! ZZ⇤ ! 4` final state, the total cross
section (�tot) can be expressed as

�tot =
Ns

A ⇥ C ⇥ R ⇥Lint
, (1)

where Ns is the number of observed signal events, Lint is the integrated luminosity, C is a detector cor-86

rection factor accounting for trigger, reconstruction and identification e�ciencies for detecting the final87

state, andA is the kinematic and geometric acceptance.88
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Introducing the branching fractions fl for each decay channel l 2 {4µ, 4e, 2µ2e, 2e2µ} of ZZ⇤ ! 4`, the89

cross sections per decay channel can be calculated following90

�tot
l =

Nl
s

Al ⇥ Cl ⇥ R ⇥ fl ⇥Lint
. (2)

The acceptance factor A, defined as the fraction of H ! ZZ⇤ ! 4` events which fulfil the fiducial91

criteria, cannot be directly measured in data since most of the non-fiducial events are not detectable (they92

contain too soft or too forward leptons). Hence, the acceptance must be estimated using simulations,93

which introduces a model dependence.94

2.1. The fiducial cross section95

In order to factorise this model dependence, the total cross section is expressed as a function ofA and of
the measurable, so-called fiducial cross section (�fid

4` ):

�tot =
1

A ⇥ R�
fid
4` , (3)

where the fiducial cross section is defined as:

�fid
4` =

Ns

C ⇥Lint
. (4)

2.2. Phase-space definition96

The terms A and C are extracted from simulated signal samples. A definition of the phase-space at97

particle level is needed which has to be preceded by the definition of its constituent objects (particles).98

In order to minimise the extrapolation outside of the detector’s acceptance, the particle definition and99

event selection is given based on quantities measurable experimentally and with a strict correspondence100

to the reconstruction level objects defined in the common supporting documentation [4].101

Particle definition. Objects at truth-level are initially classified using the Particle Data Group Identifica-102

tion (PDGID) [5] numbering schemes stored in the High Energy Monte Carlo (HepMC) record [6], which103

traces the particle evolution throughout the simulation. Other algorithms further define each particle.104

In the following, particles following closely the recommendations enumerated in a recent workshop [7,105

8].106

- Electrons. Born electrons (e) are required to have pe
T > 7 GeV, |⌘e| < 2.47, as determined by the107

inner detector acceptance and are required to originate from Z and W decays.108

- Muons. The construction of muons (µ) is similar to electrons with the exception of the kinematic109

and geometric cuts: pµT > 5 GeV, |⌘µ| < 2.7.110

- Higgs candidate. The Higgs candidate is composed of two pairs of same flavour opposite sign111

(SFOS) truth leptons. The pairing is carried out the following way: the leading pair (1, 2) is defined112

as the SFOS lepton pair with invariant mass closest to the PDG Z mass (mZ) and the sub-leading113

pair (3, 4) is defined as the remaining SFOS lepton pair with invariant mass closest to the mZ .114
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Study of the cross-section The factors 
•  Two factors (introduced in the previous 

equations) are used: 
 
–  The acceptance factor: assesses the 

acceptance of the detector. 
 
 
 
 
 

–  The correction factor: assesses the 
performance of the reconstruction.  
 
 
 

 
 

DRAFT

Acceptance factor [%]
Channel Production mode

ggF VBF WH ZH tt̄H Inclusive
All 44.58 ± 0.07 47.69 ± 0.08 37.61 ± 0.17 39.69 ± 0.18 47.05 ± 0.51 44.56 ± 0.09
4µ 51.20 ± 0.13 54.96 ± 0.17 43.81 ± 0.35 46.52 ± 0.36 53.61 ± 1.01 51.21 ± 0.20
2µ2e 40.27 ± 0.13 42.93 ± 0.17 33.97 ± 0.33 35.54 ± 0.34 42.39 ± 0.99 40.23 ± 0.17
2e2µ 46.15 ± 0.13 48.59 ± 0.17 38.00 ± 0.34 40.37 ± 0.35 47.22 ± 1.02 46.02 ± 0.19
4e 40.13 ± 0.13 43.93 ± 0.17 34.40 ± 0.34 36.00 ± 0.35 44.56 ± 1.01 40.22 ± 0.17
SF 45.58 ± 0.09 49.43 ± 0.12 39.11 ± 0.24 41.27 ± 0.25 49.09 ± 0.72 45.64 ± 0.13
OF 43.23 ± 0.09 45.75 ± 0.12 35.98 ± 0.24 37.95 ± 0.25 44.80 ± 0.71 43.14 ± 0.13

Table 2: Preliminary - Acceptance factors for mH = 125.09 GeV and
p

s = 13 TeV. Numbers are shown as
a function of the production mode and as a function of the Higgs decay channel. Items labelled as inclusive
correspond to the addition of all production modes according to their Standard Model fractions as indicated in the
YR4 [10]. Uncertainties are statistical only.

3.1. Acceptance factor143

Given the number of events passing all particle-level event selection criteria NFid and NTot, the total
number of generated events, the acceptance factorA is defined:

A = NFid

NTot
. (5)

For an appropriate fiducial region definition, it describes the fraction of events (out of the generated phase-144

space) which could possibly be reconstructed in the detector. Values for A are extracted by final state145

and by production modes for values of mH ranging from 124 GeV to 126 GeV. The corresponding values146

for mH = 125.09 GeV are extracted from linear interpolation the three mass points at 124 GeV, 125 GeV147

and at 126 GeV and the results are illustrated in Tab. 2. ⌧ decay modes are excluded from the entire148

phase-space. This is achieved by filtering out prior to any event selection and prior to any categorisation149

⌧ modes, i.e. they are not included in NTot.150

Figure 1 illustrates that the acceptance factor is within 21% for all Higgs production modes. Figure 2151

illustrates the acceptance factors as a function of the decay channel. In the ggH mode, the 4µ channel has152

the largest acceptance factors and the 4e / 2µ2e has the smallest acceptance factors due to the less strict153

kinematic requirements on muons compared to electrons.154

Summary. The inclusive acceptance factor is obtained by a weighed average of the extracted values at155

mH = 125.09 GeV for all production modes. The weight is determined by the production cross section of156

each mode as predicted by the Standard Model and evaluated in the CERN Yellow Report 4 (YR4) [10].157

3.2. Detector correction factor158

The detector correction factor (C) is defined for each channel l as:

Cl =
Nl

Reco.

Nl
Fid.

(6)
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for mH = 125.09 GeV are extracted from linear interpolation the three mass points at 124 GeV, 125 GeV147

and at 126 GeV and the results are illustrated in Tab. 2. ⌧ decay modes are excluded from the entire148

phase-space. This is achieved by filtering out prior to any event selection and prior to any categorisation149

⌧ modes, i.e. they are not included in NTot.150

Figure 1 illustrates that the acceptance factor is within 21% for all Higgs production modes. Figure 2151

illustrates the acceptance factors as a function of the decay channel. In the ggH mode, the 4µ channel has152

the largest acceptance factors and the 4e / 2µ2e has the smallest acceptance factors due to the less strict153

kinematic requirements on muons compared to electrons.154

Summary. The inclusive acceptance factor is obtained by a weighed average of the extracted values at155

mH = 125.09 GeV for all production modes. The weight is determined by the production cross section of156

each mode as predicted by the Standard Model and evaluated in the CERN Yellow Report 4 (YR4) [10].157

3.2. Detector correction factor158

The detector correction factor (C) is defined for each channel l as:

Cl =
Nl

Reco.

Nl
Fid.

(6)
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Number of selected events 
(from reconstructed particles). 

Number of selected events 
(from generator particles). 

Background 

Physics space 

Signal 
Acceptance 

Signal 

DRAFT

Acceptance factor [%]
Channel Production mode

ggF VBF WH ZH tt̄H Inclusive
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2µ2e 40.27 ± 0.13 42.93 ± 0.17 33.97 ± 0.33 35.54 ± 0.34 42.39 ± 0.99 40.23 ± 0.17
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SF 45.58 ± 0.09 49.43 ± 0.12 39.11 ± 0.24 41.27 ± 0.25 49.09 ± 0.72 45.64 ± 0.13
OF 43.23 ± 0.09 45.75 ± 0.12 35.98 ± 0.24 37.95 ± 0.25 44.80 ± 0.71 43.14 ± 0.13

Table 2: Preliminary - Acceptance factors for mH = 125.09 GeV and
p

s = 13 TeV. Numbers are shown as
a function of the production mode and as a function of the Higgs decay channel. Items labelled as inclusive
correspond to the addition of all production modes according to their Standard Model fractions as indicated in the
YR4 [10]. Uncertainties are statistical only.
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Figure 7: Fiducial acceptance factors (a) and detector correction factors (b) for mH = 125.09 GeV at
p

s = 13 TeV
for di↵erent production modes and separated by final state. Uncertainties are statistical only.

e↵ects. The factors are shown in Fig. 7(b) for the four final states and as a function of the production mode
for
p

s = 13 TeV. The lower e�ciency for the ttH production mode is due to the isolation requirement and
the higher jet activity. The inclusive detector correction factors averaged over final states and production
modes are also given in Table 8 for

p
s = 7 TeV, 8 TeV and 13 TeV.

Table 8: Summary of the inclusive acceptance factors (A) and the inclusive detector correction factors (C) in % as
a function of the centre-of-mass-energy and assuming mH = 125.09 GeV. Uncertainties are statistical only. The
systematic uncertainties are given in Table 9

.

p
s [ TeV]

7 8 13
A [%] 46.67 ± 0.23 45.98 ± 0.14 42.74 ± 0.24
C [%] 51.89 ± 0.36 55.32 ± 0.24 52.71 ± 0.45

7.1. Systematic uncertainties

The systematic uncertainties on the cross section measurements are divided into those related to the
extraction of the signal yield, those a↵ecting the detector correction factors and those that need to be
considered for the acceptance factors.

7.1.1. Signal extraction uncertainties

Systematic uncertainties on the signal yield arise from the background subtraction. The reducible back-
ground estimates are extracted with a precision of 25% for ``+ee and 33% for the ``+µµ final states. The
larger uncertainty in the `` + µµ final states comes from the limited statistics in extracting the simulation-
based extrapolation factor for the Z+light-flavour jet component.

For the dominant ZZ⇤ background the main systematic uncertainty comes from the theoretical prediction.
The QCD scale and Parton Density Function (PDF) uncertainties, as described in Sec. 3, amount to 2-
5%.
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DRAFT

Systematic Uncertainties [%]p
s [TeV]

7 8 13
Detector correction factors

Luminosity 1.8 2.8 5
Experimental, leptons 2.67 2.43 5.59
Higgs boson mass 0.15 1.00 (old mass unc) 0.47
Signal composition 0.48 0.56 1.66
MC stats 0.69 0.44 0.85

Acceptance factors
µR and µf 1.31 1.31 0.35
PDF 1.56 1.56 0.98
Higgs boson mass 0.69 0.97 (old mass unc.) 0.60
Signal composition 0.49 0.02 0.14
BR 2.48 2.48 2.48
MC stats 0.49 0.14 0.56

Table 8: Summary of the systematic uncertainties. The 8 TeV mass uncertainties are based on the ATLAS-only un-
certainty. The 5% for the leptons is an estimate, since the prerecommendation scale factors have 100% uncertainties
and do not allow for a reliable data fit.

Table 9: Theoretical predictions for the total cross section �tot
theor. as a function of the three centres-of-mass energies

considered in this analysis [15]. p
s

7 TeV 8 TeV 13 TeV
�tot

theor. 17.5 ± 1.6 pb 22.3 ± 2.0 pb 50.9 +4.5
�4.4 pb

3.5.2. Results from 8 TeV446

The 8 TeV data are refitted at mH = 125.09 GeV and the extracted number of signal events are 24.03+5.98
�5.33.447

The fiducial cross section corresponds to �fid
4` = 2.14 +0.53

�0.47 (stat.) +0.10
�0.07 (syst.) lumi. fb while the total cross448

section (�tot = A ·BR ·�fid
4` ) is found to be �tot = 37.0 9.5

�8.3(stat.� syst.� lumi) pb and in agreement with449

the theoretical prediction shown in Tab. 9.450

3.5.3. Results from 13 TeV451

Results from fitting to data This paragraph shows the results from fitting to observed events with452

m4` in the range of [110, 140] GeV. Details of these events can be found in common support note [1].453

Table 10 shows the fitted value of the signal strength and each nuisance parameter in the unconditional454

fit. Figure 12 shows the likelihood ratio as a function of signal strength, from where the observed signal455

strength is µ = 0.23+0.50
�0.32 which is compatible with the expectation of µ = 1+0.62

�0.48 within 1.8 �. Figure 13456

shows the impact of each nuisance parameter on the signal strength, ordered from the larger to smaller,457

for observed data and asimov-data.458
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Study of the cross-section The results (EOY 2015) 

•  In 2015, the A and C factors have been calculated at 13 TeV. 

•  This allows to 
infer the 
fiducial and 
total cross-
sections. 
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Theoretical predictions: 

Measurements at 8 TeV: 
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Conclusion A lot to do! 
•  Continuing the study of the muon isolation with 

new data coming. 
–  The scale factors are used and will be used by the entire 

ATLAS collaboration. 
–  Already one paper published: 

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1140%2Fepjc
%2Fs10052-016-4120-y 

–  The tool for the correction of isolation is growing in 
interest. 

•  Measuring the cross section of the Higgs boson 
decaying into four leptons. 
–  I am responsible for a note which is being prepared for 

ICHEP (Summer conference). 
–  For the end of the thesis, aiming at presenting the cross-

section measurements with full 2015 and 2016 data at the 
Winter conferences. 
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The Higgs mechanism The production modes 

5.5. Higgs decay modes and production in hadron colliders 115
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Figure 5.10: Main production modes of the Higgs boson at hadron colliders.

It is the second most important production channel at the Tevatron and used

to be the most sensitive search mode. Recently it became more attractive

at the LHC with the revival of H � bb̄ that will be discussed in the next

section. The K-factors2 (QCD + EW) vary around 30% with uncertainties at

the percent level [49].

• Associated production with top quarks can be initiated by a pair of

gluons or quarks, the Higgs being radiated from a quark line in the latter

case. The low yields restrict the interest of this mode to decays that cannot

be accessed otherwise, as used to be the case of H � bb̄. This matter will be

discussed shortly.

The cross section of of each component as a function of the Higgs mass is shown

in fig. 5.11 for
✓
s = 14 TeV. Their relative contribution is not the same in both

accelerators due to the increase of gluon-gluon cross section with the center of mass

2The K-factor is the ratio between higher and lowest order cross sections. e.g. ⌃NLO/⌃LO.
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Gluon-gluon fusion: dominant process at 
LHC. 

Vector boson fusion: sub-dominant process at 
LHC. 

Associated production with W or Z 
bosons: was the dominant one at Tevatron. 

Associated production with top quarks: 
lower yields. 


